PREFACE
and foremost to move from so-called savagery into
the study of more advanced cultures of the numerically,
economically, and politically important peoples of the
world. The present book and the wider work in China
and elsewhere, of which it is a part, justifies my fore-
cast : " The anthropology of the future will be ...
as interested in the Hindu as in the Tasmanian, in the
Chinese peasants as in the Australian aborigines, in the
West Indian negro as in the Melanesian Trobriander,
in the detribalized African of Haarlem as in the
Pygmy of Perak." In this quotation is implied another
important postulate of modern field-work and theory :
the study of culture change ; of the 'phenomena of
contact, and of present-day diffusion.
It was therefore a great pleasure when some two
years ago I received the visit of a distinguished Chinese
sociologist, Professor Wu Wen-Tsao of Yenching
University, and learnt from him that independently and
spontaneously there had been organized in China a
sociological attack on the real problems of culture
change and applied anthropology, an attack which
embodies all my dreams and desiderata.
Professor Wu and the young scholars whom he
was able to train and inspire had realised first of all
that to understand, the civilization of their great
country and to make it comprehensible to others, it
was necessary to read in the open book of Chinese life,
and learn how the live Chinese mind works in reality.
Just because that country has had the longest unbroken
tradition, the understanding of Chinese history must
proceed from the appreciation of what China is to-day.
Such an anthropological approach is indispensable as a
supplement to important historical work carried out
by modern Chinese scholars, and by a body of sino-
logists in Europe, on the basis of written records.
History can be read back, taking the present as its
living version, quite as much as it can be read forward,
Starting with the archaeological remains of the dimmest

